
B.C PHILOSOPHY ARTICULATION COMMITTEE 

MINUTES OF THE 2013 MEETING 

The meeting was held on June 1st, 2013, at 2:00 pm at Camosun College (Lansdowne Campus, Young 

Building, Room 211), Victoria, BC. 

Present: Karen Shirley (Camosun—chair), Colin Ruloff (Kwantlen), Piotr Wrzesniewski (UBC 

Okanagan), Vance Mattson (College of the Rockies), Martin Godwyn (Capilano), Justin Kalef 

(Capilano—non-rep), Lyle Crawford (Alexander College), Wayne Henry (University of the Fraser 

Valley), James Atkinson (Vancouver Island University), John FitzGibbon (Associate Director, Transfer 

and Articulation, BCCAT). 

1. Karen welcomed everyone; introductions. 

2. The meeting agenda was circulated and unanimously approved. 

 

3. Election of Secretary: Vance. 

 

4. Approval of 2012 minutes: The minutes were unanimously approved. 

 

5. Report from John FitzGibbon, Associate Director, Transfer and Articulation, BCCAT:  

 

a. John circulated a document highlighting pending transfer agreements between institutions, 

requesting they be moved along at earliest convenience. 

 

b. He also circulated “Report to Articulation Committees – Spring 2013” (see separate 

document) and discussed several items in detail.   

 

c. Item 1: John mentioned that “Phase 1” of the BC Transfer system is now complete, i.e. “all 

institutions are now listed as ‘sending’ and ‘receiving’ in the BC Transfer Guide”.  John 

mentioned this objective would hopefully reverse previous notion of strict receivers and 

senders in the BC system.    

 

d. Item 2: Wayne asked John for a reminder email for the link to the Joint Annual Meeting 

(JAM) of BCCAT (see link on the above-mentioned document for the 2012 report as well as 

information for the 2013 meeting).    

 

e. Item 3: An updated online Articulation Handbook/Information Centre, reflecting recent 

practice, will be available online soon (Spring 2013). 

 

f. Item 5: Regarding the “Provincial Review of the Associate Degree”, John mentioned the 

decline in Associate Degrees province-wide suggests the need for increased clarification for 

institutions and students reading what an “Associate Degree” actually is; he suggested 

standardized terminology is required.  A report has been submitted to the Ministry but is not 

yet available. 

 

i. Piotr raised the question as to residency requirements for degrees etc. as well as the 

general notion of a provincially-granted “collaborative degree”.  It was resolved that 

residency requirements are based on institutions themselves (i.e. are not regulated by 



the province), and that a ‘collaborative degree’ is a very complicated issue with, at 

present, an uncertain/unknown future (to be discussed further in this meeting). 

 

g. Item 7b: Discussion ensued (Karen, Poitr, Martin, Wayne, Lyle) on the use and validity 

of “learning outcomes” within institutions and as a means to establish transfer credit (“in 

other jurisdictions”).  It was noted (John, Wayne) that there is increasing provincial 

pressure toward establishing clearly defined “learning outcomes” that meld institutional 

ideals to individual programs, departments, and courses (despite the difficulty of 

operationally defining these [Poitr]).  

 

h. Item 9: Research Projects: “A Survey of Movers” reveals that “tracking students in the 

BC system is easy” and that the transfer system “works well” (John).  The report (see link 

attached document or click: http://www.bccat.ca/publications/research/surveyofmovers/ ) 

revealed a relatively low dissatisfaction rate (~ 20%), with dissatisfaction arising 

primarily from courses not transferring.  Moreover, John mentioned BC students transfer 

well “out-of-province”.   

 
6. Agenda Item 7: Philosophy as a teachable minor in the k-12 sector in BC (Wayne).  Wayne 

mentioned that philosophy is a “teachable minor” in Alberta, Manitoba, and Ontario, but not BC.  

Rob Wilson at University of Alberta has initiated teaching philosophy in the k-12 system (in Alberta).  

Wayne, Lyle, and others (around the Province) feel there is presently “momentum” for a push in BC.  

The term (and content) recommended (by Wayne and/or others) is “Engaged Philosophical Inquiry”.  

It was mentioned that several disciplines (Psyc., Soci-Anth.) are campaigning for a stronger presence 

(beyond “electives”) at the high school level (John).  It was also agreed that a preferred term to 

“teachable minor” is “teachable subject”.  Consequently, the following motion (m/s Wayne, Karen) 

was passed unanimously: “The Articulation Committee for Philosophy gives its full support for the 

effort to have philosophy listed as a teachable subject”. 

 

7. Agenda Item 8: Are residency requirements identical for all receiving, degree granting institutions? 

How have they changed? (Piotr).  Discussion suggested that a) online learning and b) international 

students being evaluated on an institutional (versus system-wide) basis, raises concerns about quality 

assurance of university education.  More stringent and/or standardized residency requirements would 

minimize this concern yet residency requirements have been significantly reduced at many 

institutions.  This again raised the issue of a potential provincial, versus institutional, degree.  It was 

decided that articulation committees can help in the effort to understand, monitor and control quality 

assurance.  John agreed to explore this topic further with BCCAT.  

 
8. Agenda Item 9: Is there an expiry date for transferring credits to a receiving institution? (Piotr).  Piotr 

raised two points regarding the potential validity of a course transfer related to time: 1) “Course 

Drift” where new personnel and and/or new content is taught under an existing transfer agreement, 

and 2) the retention capacity for students if a significant amount of time has elapsed since course 

completion.  Discussion ensued regarding institutional course-outline reviews.      

 
9. Attendees presented news from their institutions; as with past practice, these reports were not 

recorded. 

 

10. Lyle (Alexander College) offered to host the 2014 Articulation Committee meeting, though will have 

to confirm this commitment.  If Lyle cannot host the meeting, Martin Godwyn from Capilano has 

offered to host.   

 

11. Meeting adjourned at 4:30. 

http://www.bccat.ca/publications/research/surveyofmovers/

